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ABSTRACT

Real Estate Evaluation in the Jewish Tradition Religious, Judicial, Social and Economical Aspects in The Jewish Heritage Main Rational Judaism, as a Religion, is a general view and life pattern, which relates to the whole life aspects, worship aspects as well as the daily actual life.

The essence of Judaism is expressed as Jewish laws, which consisted upon:
- The Pentateuch
- The Mishnah
- The Talmud
- The scholars from the completion of the Talmud until now.

Real estate and land rights according to the Jewish rule:
- Land’s role in the Jewish national life
- The individual and land in the Torah
- Consecration and Temple-treasury lands
- Expropriations Land transaction and evaluation:
  - What makes land-rights according to the Jewish rule?
  - What is land value according to the Jewish rule?
- Land transaction and evaluation between private people.
- Land transaction and evaluation between private people and the Temple.

Damage evaluation according to the Jewish rule.
- What is damage in real estate?
- How to evaluate real estate damage

Mortgages and bondages according to the Jewish rule.

Appendix: The Jewish ratio of land rights and evaluation.
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